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What If...

You had a system that could get you On Demand unlimited supply of hot leads with 
serious Qualified and Motivated Prospects, daily! and begging you to give them YOUR offer and 
enabled you to signup hundreds into your business and downlines each and every month? 


What would your income look like if you had 20 to 50 prospects contacting YOU daily about your 
business?

What would your income and downline look like if you and just 10 of your downline or other 
affiliate members contacting 300 potential prospects a Week, if all 10 in your team did that, that's 
3,000 new prospects a week looking to join your team or 90,000 new prospects a month looking at 
joining your team! Do you think your business would grow?


And what if I told you that all this is simply using free methods that are laid out right in this book! 
YES, You can apply these powerful methods in the next 5 minutes from now!


How this Ebook can Supply you with unlimited Free leads of hungry active opportunity 
seekers by just giving away this ebook to people that already have a need for such 
a wonderful free gift that this book truly is!


Just Give away this free ebook and with the free ‘Hands-On’ methods that are taught in 
this book PLUS we give you access to an unlimited source of hungry leads…

You really can not fail!


Imagine A FREE System That:


	 •	 That drips an UNLIMITED supply of hot targeted Leads A DAY That Are Laser 
Targeted Based On Your Keyword Search.


	 •	 Where YOU Can Contact 50 to 100 hungry Prospects in a day About Your 
Business and give them this free book


	 •	 Where You Can Send 100 Of Emails A Day and get them on Skype, Facebook. You 
Do Not Have To Be A Technological Wizard To Do This!


	 •	 Brining you Accurate Data on where they live, what they are looking for in 
an opportunity  NO Other system Can Do That like this can!


	 •	 Generates An Avalanche Of Prospects Contacting You back Daily with positive 
interest in you and your offers!
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In just 10 minutes from now we can put you in touch with your first handful of prospects 
willing to connect with you about your business opportunity!


In 5 minutes from now you can Re-Brand this Ebook for free and own it and give it away 
to others allowing THEM to re-brand and own it for themselves too!


Now you can stop waiting until next week, or next month to finally EXPLODE your biz... Its 
So Easy You Can Start Growing Your Primary Business & Making Money Today!

If you and your team are not currently on a 90 day blitz in whatever company you promote 
or whatever your primary business is then YOU WILL after you read this book!


Look what can happen if you re-band this book and pass it out to just 1 person per week 
for 12 weeks and IF everyone YOU passed it out to did the same you’d have 4095 total 
leads ALL looking at your business and potentially partnering up with you in your 
business or businesses or just simply rebranding this book from you and joining under 
you in the programs you’ve rebranded in this book!

Check out how powerful this can be for you:


� 


This is JUST handing out and growing 1 interested person per week! How easy is it to 
give a Free report out that will make them money in ANY of THEIR primary businesses 
and allowing them to rebrand the book for free!!! Does this sound like difficult to you??
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This book will show you a very fast and free methods on how YOU can have INSTANT 
access to an unlimited free ongoing; NEVER ENDING supply of free leads that are hungry 
for this book!

And with a clever ‘EASY TO IMPLEMENT’ a Reverse marketing strategy that never fails… 
you will have THESE people Begging you for this book!


This is attraction marketing… 


	 •	 Giving people a free gift is one powerful thing BUT…

	 •	 Giving people the chance to own this for their own AND…

	 •	 Allowing them to rebrand and add in their OWN primary business INTO the report 

is HUGE!!!


Who would refuse this book if you:

	 1.	 Give it to them for free!

	 2.	 Give them Ownership of the report and rebrand it for free

	 3.	 Allowing them to rebrand it with their OWN primary business!

	 4.	 Also adding a link back to their Facebook profile so it’s fully branding them!


How many would you give it out too now?? Imagine if they then made it the primary 
training manual or fast start guide for their primary organisation for their MLM company or 
their team and it suddenly went viral throughout their company or teams in their company 
that they are apart of!


Ok let’s begin.


In this book you are going to learn 100% free methods on how you can explode your 
signup rate by using strategies that have been proven to bring in over 300 personal 
signups into your Network marketing company in a 3 ~ 5 month time frame!

YES this HAS and IS being done right now and IS proven!


Follow these strategies to a ’T’ and you can not fail!


Building your Network Marketing business  
Let me explain that we are going to switch your thinking and teach you an effective 
method that we call "Reverse Marketing". Reverse marketing is when you approach other 
people who work in the same business or a business that you show interest in or that you 
are “doing", in order to get them as a lead but the way this works is you communicate 
with them in a way that they don’t feel ANY resistance or scepticism AT ALL and will be 
so pleased for the connection that they will immediately respond very positively to your 
connection. 


There are a few techniques that are often used in order to reach these potential leads. The 
big one is lead scraping from search engines and phone marketing. We’re doing 
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something similar but not at all spammy in anyway (If done with common sense) and in 
my opinion THIS method is WAY more effective because we’re going to scale down and 
and thus more personalised to them making them more responsive to our offer.


When you give them something So ideal to them - they can not refuse! 

Imagine talking to a person that is promoting another MLM business (In a different 
company to yours) What is something that you both need?

TRAFFIC RIGHT? Yes we all need traffic, Training, Tools, Methods etc to help us build our 
businesses right?

What about IF YOU gave them that free powerful method as a gift in the form of a free 
report and even allowed them to fully re-brand the free report for 100% for free?

Also giving them the right to own it and EVEN Re-brand it with a link of their choice and 
put in a link to their own primary business of whatever company they belong to or 
favourite traffic methods or tools etc?


So lets go out and start getting interested in other peoples business opportunity and tell 
them about this free report and how it can help THEM and THIER team grow THEIR 
business!

That’s right! Just give "This Report” that you’re reading right now (After you rebranded it 
yourself) and give it away and let them re-brand it… After they download your report, 
They will first join the links and rebrand and pass out the valuable information to their 
team and then use the info laid out in this report to find 100s of new members for their 
business.


The info alone is powerful enough even WITHOUT allowing you to re-band this book.

Imagine if everyone in your team having and using an easy free method to generate 
leads… how fast do you think your team would grow.


Ok so how do we gain access to unlimited leads??


Ok let’s begin.


I have used this method for almost a year now and have built teams in multiple 
companies brining in 100s of people into each company.

We’re following a method that I learned from Ryan Gunness who is a 7 figure earner in the 
Network Marketing industry. 

Ryan’s method can put 100s of leads at your finger tips in the next few minutes.


First let me explain the concept… We are seeking out real people on Google etc or on 
different platforms that we already use daily but using so cleaver search filtering methods 
we can target key people and retrieve key specific information about these people at will.


We can easily retrieve 30 ~ 60 leads per day and spend less than an hour = hour and a 
half per day making contact with these people.

Try this simple method right now:
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Step 1: Launch your web browser and go to Google.com

Step 2: Type: “  Xango+call me+212*******   “   (With out the quotes)  -  Type the (MLM) 
company name any large well known company followed by a ‘ + ‘ sign followed be ‘  call 
me  ‘ followed by ‘ + ‘ sign followed by the area code, followed by 7 stars to represent the 
phone number.


So you could type: “  Amway+call me+212*******   “  or  “  herbalife+call me+212*******   “ 
 etc…


This is how you’re able to find 100s of Network Marketing leads per day for free at will!

You can also try this with email addresses too:


herbalife+email me+*@gmail.com  

Amway+email me+*@gmail.com

Trafficadbar+email me+*@gmail.com

Skinny body care+email me+*@yahoo.com  -  Also try yahoo email addresses etc…


So in just 5 minutes I have found you 1000s of free MLM leads that could get excited 
about building their Amway business? or their herbalife, don’t you think?

They could use more free traffic for their MLM business right? But this will also benefit 
you because they will join you in the other traffic services that we recommend in this book 
and they will also notice your link to your primary business… but most importantly you 
will have generated a connection!


Are you starting to understand the incredible power of this?

You can extract 100s of email addresses and phone numbers for free!


So what could you say to these people, I here you ask???


Here’s a great script:


The goal here is to see if someone is open to download a free traffic report that they 
could use and brand with their MLM company link in there:


PHONE CALL:


If you get a answer machine:


Hello my name is (YOUR NAME)

I came across your site about (COMPANY NAME).

I have a quick question.

Give me a call back on 000-000-000…
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If they call back:


Hello ( THERE NAME)

The reason for my call, I’m from (AREA NAME)

I’m in the Network Marketing industry and would I be correct in saying you’re ether still 
involved in an online business or have been?

(WAIT FOR THEIR ANSWER)

I’m keen to connect with like minded people as I have something that would likely help 
your current business that you’re involved in.


I have a free re-brandable report where my mentor shows how he Recruited 170 people 
HE DIDN’T KNOW into a Network Marketing company in 90 days using a FREE source of 
Network Marketing Leads


this free training works with any Network Marketing company and allows you to re-brand 
as your own and even brand with your own company links in the report.

Would you mind if I sent you this report via email, it’s less than 10 pages long and takes 5 
minutes to implement.

(WAIT FOR THEIR ANSWER)

(IF YES SURE…)

What would be a good email I could use to send it too you?

(THEY GIVE YOU THEIR EMAIL)

Will you have a chance to go over the report tonight or tomorrow ?

(YES, I’LL LOOK AT IT TONIGHT)

could I call you tomorrow night?

(YES THAT’S FINE)

Ok thanks (THEIR NAME), I’ll call you tomorrow night.


DONE!

Ok as you can see, this is easy and really anyone can do this! 

Check out this exact interview between my mentor Ryan Gunness and Ray Higdon:


 - https://soundcloud.com/rayhigdon/ryan-gunness-interview 


Also listen to the live cal I had with my team with Ryan Gunness:


 - https://fccdl.in/kDWw39L2G 


You can use this 100% free method to bring in unlimited leads and generate unlimited 
signups into your primary business and never have to spend any money doing it.


Now, for those that would like to make things easer. Ryan Gunness has a very affordable 
service called: “MLM Recruit On Demand” and for a 1 time fee of $15 to have an 
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unlimited supply of MLM leads dripped into your own contact manager All part of the low 
1 time cost of $15.


Check out MLM Recruit on Demand on the link below and how you can free up your time 
and have leads fed into your contact manger:

Join Here: 


But here’s an option to get this service at a far better deal: Ryan Gunness allows the 
affiliates of this service (us) to setup our own form of payment and since WE get 100% of 
the commissions for promoting this service he leaves that 100% up to us.


On the join page of YOUR MLM Recruit On Demand join page YOU, as the affiliate CAN 
optionally setup your own payment requirement deal…

Why not offer them this service for free IF they join your team in your primary business :)

Yes, you can set this up and since you have already made relationship with your leads 
then you can discuss a mutually beneficial agreement and then mark their account as 
‘PAID’

So then they now joined your team AND have an unlimited supply of leads at their finger 
tips for ever and never had to pay for it! WOW!!

Plus they get to rebrand this report so now they have everything they need to build a 
huge team in your primary business!!


Next powerful method works in a similar way.


I’m going to give you access to a huge database of MLM leads for free! 


This free to join company is MLM Gateway and even if you are already a member of this 
service I’m going to show you a way that will not fail. In fact it will increase your chances 
to attract leads everyday without fail!

 - Join MLM Gateway here: 
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Generate Free MLM Leads Through MLM Gateway 
MLM Gateway offers networkers a way to find others of like mind and connect with them. 
You have the option to send a request out to other members to partner with you in your 
business or send them this free rebrandable report. Once the request has been accepted, 
you can continue the 'relationship building' and communicate through email, phone or 
arrange a personal meeting.

Everyone on this site is highly targeted to your MLM business or interests in traffic 
generation since it is an MLM type of platform. There is never any 'spam' complaints like 
you get with traditional email marketing because you do not pitch them anything until 
they give you permission to do so. Sign up is free and many have already boasted about 
their success rate in generating leads from MLM Gateway.


This service is not unlike Facebook in so many ways. It is like a social networking site but 
with 100% Network Marketing people and you can target specifically based on country 
and region and what kind of business they’re interested in etc.


BUT… and IF you’re already a member of this service then you may have noticed that 
most if not ALL the leads you connect with are all interested in recruiting YOU into THIER 
business right? Just like Facebook too when we try and pitch our business on them and 
they are trying to do the same so it becomes almost impossible for ether of us to win, 
right? WRONG!

Use this book and allow them to rebrand it and by giving it to them as a gift that allows 
them to rebrand the book with THEIR primary business and THEIR MLM GATEWAY 
username too Remember they are already a member of this "MLM GATEWAY” service so 
they’ll jump on this opportunity !!


	 •	 These members usually 'Do Not’ seek to trade opportunities. Yet, if you manage to 
arrange a meeting with them or exchange information about your companies and 
give them this report as a free gift :) you at least get a chance to capture their 
attention. Since your proposal is really good and free allowing them to brand their 
primary business, they will see your other traffic methods in this book and join 
them too.


	 •	  And even if they rejects your offer to join your primary business they still get to 
keep the report you gave them and join you in MLM Recruit on demand, and since 
you can offer them full access into MLM recruit on demand on the condition they 
join you in your primary business or you can negotiate that the point is you are 
always in control and building your following!


• new business contact can come in handy in the future. Show them your blog, if 
you write any, or ask them to add you to the social networks like Facebook etc. 
That way, you can build a circle of people who will know about you, read your 
content, and you might potentially approach them with another offer later. My 
advice would be to setup a Facebook group and add everyone you come in 
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contact with using these methods in this book; add them to your Facebook group 
and keep filling the group with value.


Join MLM Gateway for free and contact as many people as you can, and get more points 
so you can contact more people… the more people you recruit into MLM Gateway the 
more points you earn and if they upgrade you get commission AND YES you even get 
commissions on the people they refer too!

You will be sending and receiving partnership requests and you can target them based on 
area and choose who to partner with.


To Whom Should I Send Partnership Request? 
Choosing the right people to whom you send a request for partnership will greatly 
increase your efficiency and save you plenty of time. Sending untargeted offers to people 
who for various reasons cannot or do not want to join you will only slow you down. Stay 
focused on leads which have the highest chance of success.

We are offering a free report but the ultimate goal is to grow your income in your primary 
business.


In their profiles, each member may indicate what fields of network marketing they are or 
are not interested in. People who are currently active in any network marketing 
company usually indicate that given field in "Interested in" field. This will give you an idea 
of what kind of fields they have experience with. It does not mean that you cannot 
contact people from other fields as well. By showing each other the advantages of 
different fields, you can compare business opportunities in another areas of MLM. If any 
member engaged in a given network marketing program is not doing well, they can leave 
it and register to a new program. Some people start to work in multiple programs at once.


On the other hand, it makes no sense to contact members with an offer of cooperation in 
a field they have indicated in their profile as "Not interested in". Sending such requests is 
usually a complete waste of time. The bottom line is just focus on getting more points so 
that you can connect with more people so by ether upgrading or stay as a free member 
you can easily earn points by recruiting new free users. It’s very easy to bring in new 
members.


ReBrand this book and let’s get to work! 
Below you have access to fully rebranding this book and give it out as incredible free 
value to all the people you come in contact with. Get them setup using this book and let’s 
duplicate incredible energy and excitement in our team! 

Although we may not be working together in all the programs it’s exciting to know that we 
are in fact partnering up one way or another thanks to the power of this viral PDF report.


The person that sent you this report must of thought highly of you and is keen to work 
with you and of course a mutually beneficial business partnership is what makes our 
exciting industry so powerful for us all!
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Before I give you access to the rebrander too,  
Please take a few moments to look at your referrer’s 
“Primary Business” here:


And then connect with them on Facebook here:


Also let’s all connect in our Private Facebook group right here: 



This book has 100% FREE Rebranding rights! 
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Here is the rebrander tool: 



I very much look forward to connecting with you in the group.


Edward Keyte

http://www.edkeyte.com 
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